A strong mitigation scenario maintains climate neutrality of northern peatlands

Highlights

- Northern peatlands remain a CO₂ sink of ~0.1 Pg C year⁻¹ until 2300 under RCP2.6
- Northern peatlands become a CO₂ source of ~0.2 Pg C year⁻¹ by 2300 under RCP8.5
- CH₄ emissions from northern peatlands will increase 5-fold by 2300 under RCP8.5
- Modeling of peatland resilience, vegetation, and peat quality changes should be improved

In brief

Northern peatlands are one of the biggest terrestrial carbon pools, yet their response to climate change is uncertain. This study uses five state-of-the-art peatland models to project future CO₂ and CH₄ fluxes. Northern peatlands are projected to be climate neutral under a climate mitigation scenario consistent with the Paris Agreement goals, but they release CO₂ and CH₄ in the long term for high warming scenarios, exacerbating global warming by 0.21°C. The results suggest that climate mitigation efforts will prevent northern peatlands from amplifying climate warming.
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SUMMARY

Northern peatlands store 300–600 Pg C, of which approximately half are underlain by permafrost. Climate warming and, in some regions, soil drying from enhanced evaporation are progressively threatening this large carbon stock. Here, we assess future CO₂ and CH₄ fluxes from northern peatlands using five large-scale, process-based peatland models. Our results suggest that under climate policies and action, northern peatlands are likely be climate neutral because the climate-warming effect of peatland CH₄ emissions is offset by the cooling effect of peatland CO₂ sinks. However, if action on climate change is not taken, northern peatlands could accelerate global warming because CH₄ emissions are projected to increase substantially, and northern peatlands may turn from CO₂ sinks to sources driven by strong warming and drying.
the next three centuries. A shift to a net CO_2 source and a substantial increase in CH_4 emissions are projected under RCP8.5, which could exacerbate global warming by 0.21° C (range, 0.09–0.49° C) by the year 2300. The true warming impact of peatlands might be higher owing to processes not simulated by the models and direct anthropogenic disturbance. Our study highlights the importance of understanding how future warming might trigger high carbon losses from northern peatlands.

**INTRODUCTION**

Global mean surface temperatures are projected to increase by 0.3–4.8 °C (relative to 1986–2005) by the end of the 21st century. Unabated greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, such as those of carbon dioxide (CO_2) and methane (CH_4) in the RCP8.5 scenario and its extension (see experimental procedures), may result in a 3.0–12.6 °C global mean warming by the year 2300. Given that warming is amplified in the northern mid- and high latitudes compared with the global average, the stability of soil organic carbon (SOC) stocks of northern peatlands (300–600 Pg C) is of particular concern.

The future carbon balance of northern peatlands remains, however, poorly understood, with only a few studies attempting to quantification for the 21st century; even less work has been done on predicting peatland carbon fluxes beyond 2100. Using evidence from the literature and expert elicitation, Loisel et al. found that peatland experts anticipate peat carbon gains in northern regions owing to higher temperatures and peat carbon losses as a result of permafrost degradation through to the year 2300. Gallego-Sala et al. examined relationships between peat carbon accumulation rates of the last millennium and different climate parameters; they found a positive relationship between peat carbon accumulation rates and growing-season cumulative photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) for northern peatlands. They predicted that northern peatlands would remain a carbon sink until 2300 under both RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios, with the carbon sink capacity of Arctic peatlands predicted to increase continuously while that of temperate peatlands is predicted to decrease. However, projected future warming is much greater and faster than changes in the last millennium and may be accompanied by more frequent and severe droughts. With drastic anticipated changes in temperatures and hydroclimate (particularly the water-table position, which is one of the most important controls on peatland carbon balance), peatlands may be pushed beyond their natural envelope, and the abiotic factors that appear to have been correlated with peat carbon accumulation rates in the last millennium cannot be expected to remain the dominant controls in the future.

Process-based models, which explicitly parameterize peatland hydrological, thermal, and biogeochemical processes, can account for the complex interactions among factors that are important in driving the dynamics of peatland ecosystems (e.g., temperature, soil moisture, vegetation type, thaw depth, CO_2 fertilization). They are useful tools to explore responses of peatlands to future climate changes. Yet, peatlands are not explicitly represented in the land surface of the current generation of earth system models (ESMs), and only a few studies have considered peatland carbon-climate feedbacks using coupled peatland-climate models. Previous studies based on independent offline peatland model simulations have already provided some insight into the future carbon balance of peatlands. However, it is difficult to draw robust conclusions because critical inputs (i.e., climate forcing, peatland extent, peat initiation time) were different among simulations resulting in divergent projections. In addition, while most previous attempts considered only changes in the rates of peatland carbon accumulation/storage or focused only on CO_2 fluxes, the relative contribution of different GHGs (i.e., CO_2 versus CH_4) is essential information if we are to understand the influence of peatlands on the global carbon cycle and on the Earth’s climate system. Furthermore, a timescale of the next century is too short to look at if we want to elucidate the full peatland responses to warming, owing to long (decades to centuries) lags in the response of slow-turnover peatland carbon pools to climate forcing.

To address the above research gaps, we conducted a multi-model assessment of changes of net CO_2 and CH_4 fluxes from intact northern peatlands (north of 30° N latitude) using state-of-the-art large-scale peatland models, ORCHIDEE-PEAT, LPJ-MPI, LPX-Bern, and LPJ-GUESS (for dynamic multi-peat layers) (see Note S1 and Tables S1–S3 for more detailed information about each model). The models were forced with a fixed peatland extent (Figure 1) and integrated from 10,000 years before the present to the year 2300 following a common simulation protocol (see experimental procedures). The same atmospheric CO_2 concentration and bias-corrected gridded climate projections from the IPSL-CM5A-LR general circulation model (GCM) for a strong climate mitigation scenario (RCP2.6) and a high-end emission scenario (RCP8.5) were used to drive all models. The global mean warming over land under RCP2.6 is projected to reach 1.6 °C (1.9 °C over land >30° N) by 2100 relative to 1986–2005 in the IPSL-CM5A-LR GCM, followed by a steady but small cooling trend until 2300. In contrast, a dramatic global land warming is projected for RCP8.5, with the air temperature increasing by ~5.9 °C (6.7 °C over land >30° N) by 2100 and ~14.7 °C by 2300 (15.5 °C over land >30° N) (see Figure S1).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Projected carbon dioxide budget of northern peatlands

Simulated present-day (1986–2005) total SOC stock for the 3.2 million km² covered by northern peatlands ranges from 200 to 870 Pg C among models (Figure S2), which brackets previous estimates based on observations (300–600 Pg C). The multi-model ensemble mean SOC (572 Pg C) falls close to the mean from observations. Hereafter, we report multi-model ensemble mean values, with ranges across models in parentheses, unless stated otherwise.
The CO₂ balance of peatlands in this study, termed the net biome production (NBP), is calculated as net primary productivity (NPP) minus heterotrophic respiration—anthropogenic disturbances of peatland and fires are not modeled. A positive NBP thus represents a CO₂ flux from the atmosphere to the land. Simulated present-day NBP of all northern peatlands is 0.11 (0.01–0.22) Pg C year⁻¹ (Figure 1A), matching previous estimates for the Northern Hemisphere (0.10–0.15 Pg C year⁻¹). The projected future NBP of northern peatlands depends on the trajectory of climate change. Under RCP2.6, northern peatlands remain CO₂ sinks with a relatively stable net CO₂ uptake rate until 2300 (Figure 1A). By contrast, under RCP8.5, northern peatlands turn into a CO₂ source within the coming 100–150 years (Figure 1A). The simulated future carbon balance of peatlands varies among subregions in response to projected strong climate warming and precipitation changes in RCP8.5. For four subregions out of the five main peat complexes of the Northern Hemisphere, i.e., continental Western Canada (CWC) (Figure 1B), Hudson Bay Lowlands (HBL) (Figure 1C), Northern Europe (NOE) (Figure 1D), and West Siberian Lowlands (WSL) (Figure 1E), all models projected a future shift from peatland CO₂ sinks to CO₂ sources (or to nearly carbon neutral) under RCP8.5. Two models (LPX-Bern and LPJ-GUESS), which explicitly simulated coupled peatland nitrogen and carbon cycling, projected that these peatlands will be larger CO₂ sources in the future, as opposed to models in which NPP is not limited by available soil nitrogen (ORCHIDEE, LPJ-MPI and LPJ-GUESS_dynP). For the Russian Far East (RFE) (Figure 1F), where the projected increase in precipitation is the largest under RCP8.5 (110% increase in RFE precipitation by 2300 with...
Peatland development is strongly governed by local conditions, the current water-table position and NBP at the site level.

All five models project a trend toward shallower water tables for RFE peatlands (Figure S3), indicating that RFE peat remains preserved by anoxic conditions below the water table.

Simulated NBP of peatlands for all five subregions is in good agreement with the empirical extrapolation of peat accumulation made by Gallego-Sala et al. under RCP2.6. However, under RCP8.5, only the simulated NBP of RFE peatlands, where the largest increase in precipitation and persistent anoxic conditions is projected, is comparable to the estimate from Gallego-Sala et al. For the other four subregions (CWC, HBL, NOE, and WSL), Gallego-Sala et al. predicted a slight increase of peatland NBP under RCP8.5, in contrast to the mechanistic models applied here. Gallego-Sala et al. considered only peat that accumulated during the last millennium and ignored the decomposition of deeper (older) peat. When the water table drops below a critical level, as projected by some of our models (Figure S3), the exposure of deeper peat to aerobic and warmer conditions results in substantial loss of carbon.

There is a large variation in the simulated trajectories of peatland carbon dynamics under RCP8.5 among model simulations. This variation is due to substantial differences among models in the parameterization of peatland vegetation, hydrological and thermal processes (Note S1 and Tables S1 and S2) and consequently a wide range of predicted peatland water balance terms (Figures S3 and S4), soil temperature (Figure S5), NPP (Figure S6), and carbon inputs to the soil in these simulations.

Figures S7–S9 show the capability of the models to reproduce the current water-table position and NBP at the site level. Peatland development is strongly governed by local conditions, respect to present-day versus 5%–75% increase in precipitation for the other four subregions (Figure S1), only one model (LPJ-GUESS) predicts that this peatland complex will become a large net source of CO₂ in the future. All five models project a trend toward shallower water tables for RFE peatlands (Figure S3), indicating that RFE peat remains preserved by anoxic conditions below the water table.

Northern peatlands in the global carbon cycle
To quantify the role of northern peatlands in the global carbon cycle, in this study we compare the NBP of northern peatlands with the NBP of all other northern (>30°N) and global lands (Figure 2). Estimates for NBP of all northern and global lands from land surface model (LSM) simulations are from the Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISIMIP2b: https://doi.org/10.5880/PIK.2019.012), in which peatlands have not been explicitly represented in ISIMIP2b models, but carbon fluxes due to historical land use change have been accounted for, with future land use being held constant at 2005 levels. ISIMIP2b models were driven only up to the year 2099 for the RCP8.5 scenario.

and it is therefore nearly impossible for large-scale models to exactly reproduce the development of peatland at each site. LPJ-GUESS and LPJ-GUESS dynP better captured the interannual, among-sites variability in peatland water-table position. However, because the projected RCP8.5 climate lies far outside of past conditions for which we can validate the models, there is no way to ascertain which one of the models simulates the peatland hydrological and carbon dynamics most accurately under the extreme and long-term warming coupled to elevated CO₂ concentrations of RCP8.5.

Figure 2. Simulated cumulative NBP of northern peatlands compared with that of all lands
(A) Simulated cumulative NBP of northern peatlands (filled bars) from this study and simulated cumulative NBP of all lands north of 30°N (hatched bars) from ISIMIP2b for 1861–2005 (gray bars) and for the future RCP2.6 (blue bars) and RCP8.5 (red bars) scenarios. Open magenta bars show expected northern peatland CO₂ fluxes under unchanged pre-industrial (PI) conditions. A positive NBP represents CO₂ fluxes from the atmosphere to the land. The number of available simulations for each period is indicated by the top x axis (Table S4). The black error bars indicate the full range across simulations. (B) The inset (B) shows cumulative NBP of the global lands from ISIMIP2b. Note that peatlands have not been explicitly represented in ISIMIP2b models, but carbon fluxes due to historical land use change have been accounted for, with future land use being held constant at 2005 levels. ISIMIP2b models were driven only up to the year 2099 for the RCP8.5 scenario.
CO₂ sink over northern peatlands in RCP8.5 than in RCP2.6. Over 2100–2300, northern peatlands are projected to remain CO₂ sinks under RCP2.6, with their cumulative NBP amounting to 19 (9–32) Pg C. In contrast, the mean cumulative NBP of northern peatlands under RCP8.5 is 21 (6–9 to 34) Pg C, with four out of five models predicting a net loss of carbon by peatlands over 2100–2300.

Projected methane emissions from northern peatlands

Rising CH₄ emissions from peatlands have a warming impact on the climate system and thus need to be considered when calculating the net radiative balance of peatlands. Simulated present-day CH₄ emissions from northern peatlands range from 5 to 87 Tg CH₄ year⁻¹. Compared with observation-based estimates at the site level, LPJ-GUESS, dynP overestimates peatland CH₄ emissions, while the other models underestimate them (Figure S10). We applied an absolute-trend-preserving gridcell by gridcell bias correction (see experimental procedures) based on a gridded data product of northern wetland methane emissions. After applying this bias correction, simulated peatland CH₄ emissions at the site level show better agreement with observations (i.e., bias and root-mean-squared difference between simulated and observed CH₄ were reduced) (Figure S10), and bias-corrected present-day CH₄ emissions from all northern peatlands are 26–32 Tg CH₄ year⁻¹.

In the future, CH₄ emissions from northern peatlands are projected to remain relatively stable until 2300 under RCP2.6 according to the ensemble mean (Figure 3A). Under RCP8.5, the wide range of simulated NPP and/or SOC (defining the substrate for CH₄ production), soil moisture and temperature result in a large variation in the simulated rates of CH₄ emissions among models.

Figure 3. Projected northern peatland CH₄ emissions under RCP2.6 and RCP8.5

(A–F) Same as Figure 1, but for area-averaged rates of bias-corrected CH₄ emissions from northern peatlands.
2300, as the projected drop of water tables is smaller and/or the projected amount of substrate for methanogenesis is more stable (i.e., projected NPP is relatively stable in the future).

Simulated trajectories of peatland CH4 emissions under RCP8.5 differ among peatland regions (Figures 3B–3F). CH4 emissions from CWC and RFE peatlands are projected to increase until 2300, while a decrease of CH4 emissions in the second half of the 23rd century is projected for peatlands in HBL, NOE, and WSL. This can be attributed to changes in substrate availability and water-table depth among regions, i.e., both NPP and water-table depth of RFE peatlands remain stable after 2250, and thus RFE CH4 emissions are projected to increase with increasing temperature. Water-table depths of HBL peatlands also remain generally stable, but simulated NPP is projected to decrease because the projected increase in plant respiration continues to increase faster than gross primary productivity (Figure S11); thus, HBL CH4 emissions are projected to decrease after 2250.

Projected net climate effect of northern peatlands

During pre-industrial times, northern peatlands sequestered CO2 and emitted CH4, while the global climate was relatively stable. Thus, only the difference between simulated northern peatland GHG fluxes presented in previous sections and pre-industrial fluxes represents the net climate change effect of northern peatlands. Following Cain et al., we approximated the impact of a step change in peatland CH4 emissions on the global average surface temperature with a pulse emission of CO2 (experimental procedures). Figure 4 shows the simulated global mean surface temperature change (ΔT) due to northern peatland anthropogenic GHG emissions (A–C) ΔT due to northern peatland anthropogenic CO2 emissions (A), ΔT due to northern peatland anthropogenic CH4 emissions (B), and ΔT due to total GHG (CO2+CH4) emissions (C), under RCP2.6 (cyan) and RCP8.5 (yellow), relative to pre-industrial times.

Figure 4. Projected global mean surface temperature change (ΔT) due to northern peatland anthropogenic GHG emissions (A–C) ΔT due to northern peatland anthropogenic CO2 emissions (A), ΔT due to northern peatland anthropogenic CH4 emissions (B), and ΔT due to total GHG (CO2+CH4) emissions (C), under RCP2.6 (cyan) and RCP8.5 (yellow), relative to pre-industrial times.

Permafrost peatlands versus non-permafrost peatlands

Nearly half of the present-day northern peatland area and peat SOC pool are affected by permafrost (Figure 1), making the carbon relatively inert. However, rapid warming such as under RCP8.5 could lead to permafrost thaw and release of GHGs into the atmosphere. To compare the simulated GHG emissions of permafrost versus non-permafrost peatlands, we define permafrost peatlands as those underlain by continuous/discontinuous/sporadic permafrost according to the empirical International Permafrost Association (IPA) permafrost map (experimental procedures). The total area of permafrost peatlands is ~1.4 million km², accounting for ~44% of the northern peatland area. Note that the permafrost soils may have changing active layer thickness, and permafrost may disappear as a result of future warming (Figure S12). Yet, the IPA permafrost area was applied for the past and the future in the following analysis, and thus changes over time for the same area are assessed.

Models project slightly larger CO2 sequestration rates (in g C per unit area of peatland per year) for permafrost than for non-permafrost peatlands during the periods of 1861–1880 and 1986–2005 (Figure 5). In the future under RCP8.5, with large uncertainties, a slower decrease in CO2 sequestration rates of permafrost compared with non-permafrost peatlands is
permafrost, and permafrost peatlands are projected to turn into smaller CO₂ sources than non-permafrost ones by 2280–2300. The simulated rates of CH₄ emissions in permafrost peatlands are slightly lower than in non-permafrost peatlands during the periods of 1861–1880 and 1986–2005 (in g C per unit area of peatland per year). However, permafrost peatlands are projected to become larger CH₄ sources than non-permafrost peatlands by 2280–2300. For both permafrost and non-permafrost peatlands, the relative contribution of CH₄ to the full GHG balance is projected to increase over time.

These results must be interpreted with care, however. The first reason is the uncertainty related to the extent of permafrost peatlands. The extent of permafrost peatlands is determined from the observation-based IPA permafrost map and was fixed from 1861 to 2300. Owing to differences in model structure, simulated soil temperature and active layer thickness (ALT) differ substantially between models (Figures S12 and S13). Simulated current ALT by some models was larger than 6 m for some permafrost peatlands, meaning that all SOC of those peatlands is already within the active layer today, while the true ALT in permafrost peatlands is generally much thinner (Figure S13). The second reason for taking care in interpreting our results is that permafrost peatlands are dominated by ice-rich landforms—so-called peat plateaus and palsas—for which rapid thaw pathways due to thermokarst exist. Thermokarst not only affects the timing and speed of thawing, but also has a strong impact on the temperature and moisture conditions after thawing and thus on the direction and magnitude of permafrost-carbon feedback to climate. For land-surface schemes, model approaches for thermokarst in peatlands are in an early, experimental stage, so they are not yet included in the models employed for this study.

**Limitations to simulating the fate of peatland carbon**

First, our results are drawn from only five peatland models, and only four of those models can explicitly simulate permafrost processes. To reduce uncertainty in model projections, a better understanding of the differences among models (i.e., the five models used in this study and models with a specific representation for peatland hydrology is needed, and our intercomparison of the five state-of-the-art peatland models represents the first step. Further work involving site-level simulations and comparison with manipulative experiments in the field are also needed. To estimate the fate of carbon in peatlands more reliably and to assess the full array of carbon-climate feedback processes, it is critical to explicitly represent the unique hydrothermal characteristics of peatlands and permafrost in the next generation of LSMs. Second, our models have been tuned and evaluated against past/contemporary climate conditions, while the projected RCP8.5 climate falls far outside the envelope of past conditions. Theoretically, models simulating the effects of the dramatic climate change under RCP8.5 could be validated against field manipulation experiments. However, manipulation experiments for peatland ecosystems are scarce, with most of them involving only a single variable during a short experimental period. The magnitudes of the increases in temperature/atmospheric CO₂ concentrations applied in these experiments are commonly much lower than those in RCP8.5. Furthermore, we applied climate outputs from only a single ESM, thereby neglecting uncertainties in climate projections, which are shown to lead to large differences in projected peat carbon fluxes. IPSL-CM5A-LR is the only ISIMIP2b GCM that provided climate outputs beyond 2100 for RCP8.5. The climate sensitivity of IPSL-CM5A-LR is larger than other Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) model simulations and is at the upper end of the observational range. Additional work is required to further assess the variation in model outputs arising from the choice of climate forcing. We focused on the response of peatlands to prescribed climate change in this study; however, peatland climate-carbon feedbacks should be taken into account in a fully coupled model setup in future work.

Another limitation of our modeling framework is that both peatland area and peat carbon developed dynamically after the last deglaciation and under evolving climate and CO₂ concentrations, leading to large legacy effects for future peat distribution and carbon fluxes, while the state of pre-industrial peatlands was modeled here by a simplistic model spin up using constant climate conditions and a fixed distribution of peatlands. Moreover, the areal extent of peatlands was fixed over the entire period of 1861–2300, and the possible expansions/contractions of peatland due to climate change and ensuing carbon sequestrations/emissions were not accounted for in this study. Yet, a
large turnover of peatland area with disappearing and newly established peatlands is found in simulations that include dynamic areas of peatland and carbon evolution. 7,8,26 Additionally, while we considered only intact peatlands, simulating GHG emissions from degraded peatlands owing to anthropogenic disturbances (e.g., drainage, rewetting, and agricultural uses) and natural and anthropogenic fires would be necessary to provide a complete picture of northern peatland GHG budgets.34,54 Finally, tropical peatlands are increasingly recognized for their carbon stocks and GHG fluxes, but these are not yet included in most of the LSMs used here and thus in this study.52

Peatlands are unique, complex ecosystems that are important for the global carbon cycle.55 Some of their unique characteristics and processes are just beginning to be implemented into LSMs and warrant further development, including, but not limited to, the following:

1. Vegetation dynamics: the current representation of peatland vegetation in the models is rather simple, with one plant functional type (PFT) representing Sphagnum moss and another PFT representing graminoids (Table S1). Only LPJ-GUESS dynP included five peatland PFTs, representing moss, graminoid, high deciduous shrub, low deciduous shrub, and low evergreen shrub. While growing evidence suggests that the shrubification of peatlands is regulated by climate, geomorphic, and biogeographic settings on both regional and local scales,37,38 representing sub-grid scale conditions remains a challenge for large-scale LSMs. Of the five models, only LPJ-GUESS dynP considered the micro-topographical structure of peatland. The patterned surface of peatland is represented by uneven heights of connected individual patches by LPJ-GUESS dynP (five patches in each grid cell in this study), and water is redistributed from higher elevated patches to lower patches through lateral flow.39 This will affect the vegetation composition, with mosses and graminoids thriving in moist patches, whereas shrubs are favored in dry patches. Besides the vegetation composition, the response of peatland plants to abiotic factors (such as warming, water stress, and elevated atmospheric CO2) also affects peatland carbon balances. However, scarce observations often show inconclusive, contradictory results for Sphagnum mosses.50,51 More field measurements/experiments and better understanding of peatland plant response to different abiotic factors are needed to improve and calibrate peatland vegetation processes in models.

2. Peatland resilience to drying: the resilience of peatland to climate change is enhanced by a hydrological self-regulation mechanism; that is, a decline in hydraulic conductivity and porosity of peat due to lowering of the water table and enhanced decomposition may prevent further water loss from the peatland and lead to slower decomposition.51,62 Of the five models, LPJ-GUESS dynP considered the changes in peat physical (i.e., bulk density and porosity) and hydraulic (i.e., the permeability of peat layers) properties due to decomposition and compaction processes,62 while ORCHIDEE-PEAT parameterized a reduction of hydraulic conductivity with depth, but ignored its temporal variability.21

3. Changes in peat quality: it is well known that peat quality is an important control on the mineralization of peat carbon.63 On one hand, vegetation species composition determines the chemical composition and degradability of peat soil organic matter. On the other hand, for a given peat layer, the recalcitrant proportion of peat increases with time, as the labile fraction gets decomposed. The former mechanism is captured by four models (except for ORCHIDEE-PEAT, in which mixed plant species in northern peatlands are represented by one PFT), while the latter is considered only by ORCHIDEE-PEAT and LPJ-GUESS dynP. In LPJ-GUESS dynP, a new layer of peat is deposited over previously accumulated peat layers each year, and the model keeps track of these layer components as they decompose through time; each layer component becomes more recalcitrant as it becomes older.63 In ORCHIDEE-PEAT, soil carbon is divided into three pools according to their residence time (active, slow, and passive pools), and peat becomes more recalcitrant with depth because carbon in the active pool depletes faster and feeds the slow and passive pools.

Conclusions
In this study, we assessed past and future GHG (CO2 and CH4) balances of intact northern peatlands using five large-scale peatland models. The models suggest that northern peatlands will continue to remove atmospheric CO2 under the relatively low-warming trajectory of RCP2.6, whereas they will become net emitters of CO2 in the long-term under the high-warming trajectory of RCP8.5. In addition, a substantial increase of CH4 emissions from northern peatlands is projected under RCP8.5 by all models. Northern peatlands are projected to be climate neutral until the year 2300 under RCP2.6. In contrast, under RCP8.5, CO2 and CH4 emissions by northern peatlands could exacerbate global warming by 0.21°C (0.09–0.49°C) by 2300. Our results demonstrate that effective mitigation policies, in particular, reduction of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning and land use, are needed to maintain the northern peatland net atmospheric CO2 sink and limit its future CH4 emissions.
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Not applicable to this study.

Data and code availability
All input data used for the study are openly available, as stated in the article. All data generated in this study are publicly available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.55985768. The source code for participating models will be made available on request.

Participating models
Participating models that explicitly resolve peat carbon cycling include one LSM (ORCHIDEE-PEAT21,22) and four dynamic vegetation-ecosystem models (DGVMs) (LPJ-MPI,64 LPX-Bern,51,52,21 LPJ-GUESS,73,23 and LPJ-GUESS dynP11,12,30). Although all the DGVMs can be traced to the original LPJ model,64 they have largely independent development histories and exhibit
substantial differences in structure, assumptions, and processes represented (Note S1 and Tables S1–S3). Simulation protocol
To maximize inter-comparability among models, all models were driven by the same meteorological forcing data (bias-corrected, daily climate fields of the IPSL-CM5A-LR GCM from ISIMIP2b32), atmospheric CO2 concentrations,65 and fixed peatland extent (PEATMAP from Xu et al.33) and followed a common simulation protocol. The four protocol steps are described as follows: (1) All models were first spun up for 10,000 years, with atmospheric CO2 concentration fixed at the pre-industrial levels (286 ppm). The actual historical initiation and expansion of peatlands were asynchronous in the Northern Hemisphere, i.e., rapid expansion of Alaskan peatlands occurred in the early Holocene, while the highest rate of peatland formation in the Hudson Bay Lowlands (HBL) occurred in the mid-Holocene.66,67 As northern peatlands showed a peak initiation around 10 ka in most regions,67,68 we spun up all models over 10,000 years in this study to approximate peat carbon accumulation during the Holocene. Repeated 1961–1990 meteorological forcing was used in this step to approximate the Holocene temperatures, which were higher than pre-industrial levels.62 (2) All models were run for another 100 years with repeated 1901–1920 meteorological forcing to adjust simulated soil hydrological and thermal variables and carbon fluxes to pre-industrial conditions. (3) A historical simulation was conducted from 1861 to 2005, with historical meteorological forcing from IPSL-CM5A-LR GCM and historical rising atmospheric CO2 concentration.4 (4) Two final future simulations were undertaken from 2006 to 2300, driven by RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 scenarios and their extensions and with RCP-driven climate outputs of the IPSL-CM5A-LR GCM. LPJ-MPI conducted simulations at 0.5° × 0.5° spatial resolution, while the other models conducted simulations at 1° × 1° spatial resolution.

RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 scenarios and their extensions
The RCP 2.6 scenario represents a strong mitigation scenario with the radiative forcing (RF) peaking at −3 W m−2 before 2100 and then declining to 2.6 W m−2 by 2100. RCP 8.5 is extended to 2300, assuming constant emissions after 2100.66 The RCP 8.5 scenario represents a very high emission scenario, in which RF rises to 8.5 W m−2 by 2100. Beyond 2100, following a stylized emission trajectory, the RF under RCP 8.5 further increases to 12 W m−2 by 2250 and then stabilizes at 12 W m−2 until 2300.

Bias correction of simulated peatland CH4 emissions
The gridded wetland CH4 emissions (using the PEATMAP distribution map) during 2013 and 2014 from Peiltola et al.29 derived by upsampling eddy-covariance CH4 measurements are used as reference observations (Obs) for the bias correction of models. Our bias correction aims at correcting present-day emissions to realistic values, while it preserves model predictions of future and past changes. Simulated CH4 emissions south of 45° N were not corrected because Obs covers only regions north of 45° N, but this has little effect on the estimate of northern peatland CH4 emissions given that only ~0.2 million km2 of northern peatlands are in the regions south of 45° N.

We apply the spatial bias correction method from Pulliainen et al.34 For each grid cell and from each model, we first calculate the bias in simulated CH4:

$$\text{Bias}_{i} = \frac{1}{2} \left( (\text{Sim}_{i}^{2013} - \text{Obs}_{i}^{2013}) + (\text{Sim}_{i}^{2014} - \text{Obs}_{i}^{2014}) \right)$$  

(Equation 1)

where Sim_{i}^{2013} and Sim_{i}^{2014} are simulated CH4 emissions for grid cell i by model j in the years 2013 and 2014, respectively; and Obs_{i}^{2013} and Obs_{i}^{2014} are observed CH4 emissions36 counterparts.

Then, assuming that the bias remains temporally constant, the simulated CH4 of each grid cell i is bias-corrected:

$$\text{corrected Sim}_{i} = \text{Sim}_{i} - \text{Bias}_{i}$$  

(Equation 2)

where Sim_{i} is the simulated CH4 emission for grid cell i by model j and in the year t, with t varying from 1861 to 2300.

Calculation of the net climate effect of northern peatlands
The conventional Global Warming Potential (GWP) emission metric has been widely used to compare different climate forcers. Emissions of a given climate forcer (E) is converted to CO2-equivalent emissions (E_{CO2,e}) by multiplying it by a GWP factor over a specified time horizon (H):

$$E_{CO2,e} = E \times \text{GWP}_H$$  

(Equation 3)

where GWP_H is the conventional GWP for the given forcer over the specified time horizon H. However, GWP cannot represent the effect of gas emissions on temperature.40,70,71 Emissions of a long-lived climate forcer (LLCF) add cumulatively into the atmosphere and result in an increase of air temperature as long as emissions are maintained, i.e., a linear relationship has been found between global mean temperature increase and cumulative CO2 emission—the transient climate response to cumulative CO2 emissions (TCRE).1

The resultant warming would persist for centuries even if the emission of CO2 had stopped.1 For short-lived climate forcers (SLCF) (i.e., CH4), if emissions are maintained at a constant rate, the atmospheric CH4 concentration will be stabilized after the emissions are balanced by natural atmospheric removals.36

Thus, constant CH4 emissions will result in stable forcing and no additional temperature increases. If CH4 emissions were to decrease or stop, atmospheric CH4 concentration would decrease and result in cooling. The GWP (Equation 3), however, would incorrectly suggest that decreases in CH4 emissions will cause further warming.

To consistently express emissions of short- and long-lived forces and their climate impacts, a new usage of GWP, denoted GWP*, was proposed by Allen et al.72 and refined by Cain et al.40 Allen et al.40 equated a change in the emission rate of a given short-lived forcer (ΔESLCF) to a one-off pulse emission or sequestration of ΔESLCF × GWPH of CO2 (denoted CO2-e) and then refined GWP* by spreading the pulse emission over 47 years following the change in the SLCF emission rate, thus reducing the volatility of E_{CO2,e} and better representing the effect of SLCF on temperature:

$$E_{CO2,e} = \text{GWP}_H \times \frac{\Delta \text{ESLCF}}{\Delta t} \times H + s \times \text{ESLCF}$$  

(Equation 4)

To take into account the delayed response of temperature to past changes in the SLCF emission rate, Cain et al.40 redefined GWP* by incorporating a “stock” term (E_{SLCF} × GWP_H) into the equation of Allen et al.72 to represent the slow adjustment of temperature to past changes in the SLCF emission rate. Using the revised definition of GWP*, the calculated CO2 equivalent quantity is better associated with temperature change contribution37,73 and is denoted CO2-warming-equivalent (CO2-e)

$$E_{CO2,e} = \text{E}_{\text{CO2,e}} = \text{GWP}_H \times \frac{\Delta \text{ESLCF} \times H + s \times \text{ESLCF}}{\Delta t}$$  

(Equation 5)

where ΔESLCF is the change in the emission rate of the SLCF over the preceding Δt years, E_{SLCF} is the SLCF emission rate for the year under consideration, r and s are the weights given to the impact of changing the SLCF emission rate and the impact of the SLCF stock. The values of r and s are scenario dependent, as they depend on the historical trajectory of emissions and carbon cycle feedbacks. Here, we use r = 0.68 and s = 0.32 for RCP 2.6 and r = 0.73 and s = 0.27 for RCP 8.5,37 with H = 100 years and a GWP_{CO2} value of 28 for CH4 in both scenarios.

It should be noted that northern peatlands were already a part of the global carbon cycle and the climate system in the pre-industrial era, as natural sources of CH4 and sinks of CO2. Given that both GHG fluxes from northern peatlands in the pre-industrial era do not contribute to the global RF, we calculate perturbed or anthropogenic CO2 and CH4 fluxes by subtracting simulated pre-industrial fluxes from simulated fluxes during 1861–2300. We estimated CO2–we emissions from anthropogenic CH4 fluxes with Equation 5. We assume that during a few hundred years before 1861, in the pre-industrial era, both CH4 and CO2 fluxes from northern peatlands were relatively stable and use simulated rates averaged over 1861–1870 as an approximation (magenta bars in Figure 2 and magenta lines in Figure 3).

We then calculate cumulative anthropogenic CO2-we emissions from northern peatlands, which can be multiplied by the TCRE to estimate the global temperature change (ΔT) due to northern peatland CH4 and CO2 emissions:

$$\Delta T_{\text{new peat CO2}} = \text{TCRE} \times \left( \sum_{1861}^{2300} (E_{\text{CO2,pre}} - E_{\text{CO2,pre}}) \right)$$  

(Equation 6)
where $E_{\text{CO}_2}$ and $E_{\text{CO}_2,\text{pre}}$ are CO$_2$ emission rates from northern peatlands in the year $i$ and in the pre-industrial era, respectively; $E_{\text{CH}_4}$ and $E_{\text{CH}_4,\text{pre}}$ are CH$_4$ emissions (calculated with Equation 5) due to northern peatland CH$_4$ emissions in the year $i$ and in the pre-industrial era, respectively. TCRE is likely in the range of 0.2–0.7 °C per 1,000 Pg CO$_2$ and can be assumed to be constant over time until temperatures peak.1,2 A value of 0.4 °C per 1,000 Pg CO$_2$, which is the best estimate of observationally constrained TCRE,35 is used in this study. It should be noted that peatland ecosystems were not represented by ESMs used for estimation of TCRE.39 One study that explicitly considered peat carbon feedbacks in their observationally constrained simulations estimated TCRE of 0.5 (68% confidence range: 0.35–0.74) °C per 1,000 Pg CO$_2$.36 Further investigation is needed to refine the estimate by including peatland carbon-climate feedbacks in ESMs.
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